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1. General 
 
1.1. Machatka Vertriebsgesellschaft m.b.H. (hereinafter Machatka) shall 

provide all deliveries and services towards the contracting party 
(hereinafter CP) on the basis of the below terms and conditions, as 
amended from time to time, which are available at www.machatka.at. 

 
1.2. Machatka does not acknowledge any terms and conditions of CP 

which conflict with or vary from these Delivery Terms and Conditions, 
even if Machatka, being aware of such conflicting or varying terms 
and conditions, performs a delivery or service to CP without 
reservation. 

 
1.3. Any amendment to or modification of the Delivery Terms and 

Conditions under an individual contract, including this written form 
requirement, shall be made in writing and signed by both parties. Any 
offers to enter into individual contracts as well as all amendments 
and modifications by CP shall not be binding until accepted by 
Machatka in writing. 

 
1.4. Machatka's employees may only accept purchase orders (for 

formation of contract see § 3 hereof). They are not authorised to 
issue legal declarations, to amend the Delivery Terms and 
Conditions, to compromise, or to grant discounts. 

 
1.5. If any term of these Delivery Terms and Conditions and of other 

agreements made is or becomes invalid, this shall not affect the 
validity of the remaining terms hereof or of the individual contract 
based thereon. The parties shall replace the invalid term by a term 
which closest reflects the economic purpose of the invalid term. 

 
1.6. Except with Machatka's written consent, CP may not assign any 

claims from the contract with Machatka to third parties. 
 
1.7. CP may not set off any claims against counterclaims on any legal 

ground whatsoever, such as warranty, and CP may not withhold 
payments or other services or withdraw from the contract because of 
such counterclaims or for any other reason. 

 
1.8. Any legal declaration issued by Machatka will be served on CP's 

address most recently disclosed and shall be deemed received, 
unless CP demonstrably disclosed to Machatka another address for 

such declarations. 
 
2. Offers, prices and taxes 

 
2.1. Any offers and cost estimates by Machatka are without engagement, 

not binding and issued without guarantee. 
 
2.2. Prices are ex Machatka's place of business exclusive of VAT. 
 
2.3. CP shall bear any costs of delivery, taxes, charges and other duties 

as well as insurance premiums for deliveries. 
 
2.4. After formation of a contract, Machatka may pass on to CP any price 

increase caused by circumstances the occurrence of which is not 
dependent on Machatka's will, such as any increase in supplier 
prices, personnel expenses, freight charges and credit expenses, 
taxes, charges or other public duties, any increase resulting from 
exchange rate fluctuations, even if binding prices were agreed upon. 

 
2.5. If a contract is negotiated individually, Machatka may assert price 

increases for services to be performed within two months of 
formation of the contract for the same reasons referred to in § 2.4 
above the occurrence of which is not dependent on Machatka's will. 

 
2.6. Any additional costs resulting from any subsequent change 

requested by CP shall be borne by CP. 
 
3. Formation of contract 

 
3.1. A contract shall be deemed formed when Machatka issues a written 

acknowledgment of order or performs an order. 
 
3.2. CP waives his right to avoid the contract for error. 
 
3.3. CP waives his right to avoid the contract for laesio enormis. 

 

4. Performance and passing of risk 
 
4.1. The place of performance for any delivery and service by Machatka 

shall be Machatka's place of business. If goods are shipped to CP, 
any risk and encumbrance shall transfer when the shipment is 
handed over to the forwarding agent, or if shipment is delayed or 
does not happen for a reason not within Machatka's control, when 
CP is given notice of Machatka's readiness to deliver. This shall also 
apply if deliveries are performed by Machatka itself or if Machatka 
agreed to bear the costs of transport in a particular case. 

 
4.2. The type of transport, the route of transport and the forwarding 

company shall be chosen by Machatka. 
 
4.3. Unless otherwise agreed in writing, any performance or delivery 

dates and deadlines are not binding, but Machatka seeks to comply 
with these. 

 
4.4. Any performance or delivery dates and deadlines shall be deemed 

observed when services or deliveries are handed over for transport 
or performed on the agreed date or the last day of the deadline. 

 
4.5. Machatka may provide partial deliveries and/or early deliveries or 

services. 
 
4.6. Non-observance of a delivery date or deadline entitles CP to 

withdraw from the contract after granting of a reasonable grace 
period; CP may not assert any related claims. Withdrawal shall be 

announced in writing by registered letter to be effective. 
 
4.7. The occurrence of any unforeseen obstacles not attributable to 

Machatka (strikes, natural disasters, non-issue of regulatory 
approvals, default on the part of suppliers, etc.) shall reasonably 
postpone or extend any performance or delivery date and deadline. 
In such cases, Machatka may withdraw from the contract in whole or 
in part without CP being entitled to assert any related claims. 

 
4.8. If performance of the contract is delayed for reasons within CP's 

control, any risk shall pass to CP upon notice of Machatka's 
readiness to deliver or perform. 

 
4.9. If the contract is consensually terminated on CP's request without 

any legal reason, Machatka will charge a cancellation fee equal to 
15 % of the agreed compensation and assert further damages, if any. 
In such case, CP shall bear the costs of transport and any risk of 

accidental loss of the deliveries/services already handed over by 
Machatka, which must be returned without delay. 

 
5. Payment 

 
5.1. Unless otherwise agreed, Machatka's invoices shall be payable 

immediately after receipt without deduction. Payment shall be 
deemed made on the day on which Machatka may dispose of the 
payment. Any bills of exchange or cheques are not accepted. 

 
5.2. The place of performance for CP's payments shall be Machatka's 

place of business. 
 
5.3. Even if there are several liabilities, payments shall be applied to 

principal amounts, interest as well as costs and expenses of 
extrajudicial and judicial collection at Machatka's election. Payments 
shall generally be applied first to costs and expenses, then to interest 
and last to the principal/capital. 

 
5.4. If CP is in default of acceptance or performance (also under other 

contracts) or if CP's financial condition deteriorates or CP 

discontinues its payments or if a petition for insolvency or 
enforcement proceedings is filed, Machatka, also after handing over 
of deliveries or services and granting a respite, may  

 
a) withhold performance of its own service until CP effects all 

outstanding payments or other services; 
 
b) refuse any warranty (see § 7 below) until CP has satisfied his 

obligations under all contracts concluded with CP; 
 
c) demand payment of all outstanding liabilities (also from other 

contracts) by registered letter; 



d) withdraw from all contracts by registered letter after granting of 
a 14-day grace period and, next to full damages, demand a no-
fault cancellation fee equal to 15 % of the value of the contracts 
covered by withdrawal; and 

 
e) request CP to disclose the names of the customers to whom CP 

resold goods subject to reservation of title to allow Machatka to 
inform CP's customers of the assignment of the claim and of the 
fact that payment with debt-discharging effect can only be made 
to Machatka (see also § 6.12 and § 6.14 below). 

 
5.5. If CP is in default, CP shall pay default interest at a rate of 10 % 

above the respective base interest rate of the Austrian National Bank 
(at least 12 %) as well as any cost of collection. 

 
5.6. Machatka charges € 40 for every reminder issued by Machatka and 

the costs provided in the Austrian Attorneys Rates Act for every 
reminder issued by an attorney at law, with the amount claimed to 
form the assessment basis (amount in dispute) for calculating the 
attorney's costs. 

 
6. Reservation of title 
 
6.1. Machatka will retain title to the goods delivered pending complete 

satisfaction of all of CP's obligations under the business relationship. 
 
6.2. CP shall carefully store the goods owned by Machatka. 

 
6.3. Machatka may request CP to adequately insure the goods against 

fire, theft, damage and accidental loss at CP's cost and expense. CP 
hereby assigns to Machatka all claims from related insurance 
contracts to allow Machatka to secure all its current and future claims 
from the business relationship. 

 
6.4. Goods subject to reservation of title may not be pledged or assigned 

for security purposes. 
 
6.5. If goods subject to reservation of title are pledged or seized at CP's, 

CP shall immediately inform Machatka thereof by registered letter, 
disclosing and/or sending all information and documents needed to 
take action. 

 
6.6. Machatka's reservation of title does not preclude CP from using 

goods subject to reservation of title in the course of CP's proper 
course of business; but any such use is prohibited upon occurrence 
of the events referred to in § 5.4 above. 

 
6.7. On request, CP will also communicate to Machatka without delay any 

legal or economic change in the goods subject to reservation of title 
(sale, processing, etc.), disclosing detailed information, such as the 
names and addresses of business partners. 

 
6.8. When goods subject to reservation of title are used, Machatka's title 

will not expire if such goods are processed or combined with other 
products, but Machatka will acquire title or co-title depending on the 

extent to which goods subject to reservation of title are included in 
such products. CP shall keep records of the goods CP combines with 
Machatka's goods subject to reservation of title. CP is liable for any 
costs or any damage Machatka suffers as a result of CP neglecting 

his duty to keep records. 
 
6.9. If goods subject to reservation of title or the products made thereof 

are resold, CP hereby offers Machatka to assign his purchase price 
claims against his business partners to ensure his obligations under 
the business relationship. Such assignment comprises the value of 
the goods subject to reservation of title. Such offer shall be deemed 
accepted when the goods are handed over to CP. 

 
6.10. Where CP and third parties agree that the claims arising from a 

resale are not assignable or may be assigned only with the consent 
by third parties, any such agreement is inadmissible and ineffective 
towards Machatka. 

 
6.11. CP may recover claims against his business partners as long as he 

satisfies his contractual obligations towards Machatka. Machatka 
may request CP to inform his business partners by registered letter 
of the fact that his claims were assigned to Machatka and payment 
with debt-discharging effect can only be made to Machatka. Even if 
the events referred to in § 5.4 above did not occur, Machatka, at its 
free discretion, may inform CP's business partners of the assignment 

of claims. 
 
6.12. If CP is in default of payment or becomes insolvent, Machatka, at 

CP's cost and expense, may request CP to surrender the goods 
subject to reservation of title and enter CP's business premises for 
that purpose. In such case, CP waives his right to bring an action of 
trespass and to claim compensation of any damage. 

 
6.13. If CP violates the provisions set forth in § 6.1 to § 6.12 above, 

Machatka may assert the rights referred to in § 5.4 above. 

 
 
 
 
 

7. Warranty, guarantee and liability 
 
7.1. If CP accepts goods and/or services without informing Machatka in 

advance for what purpose he is going to use the goods and what 
benefits or results or what other circumstances decisive for his 
selection and use of the goods he expects or assumes, Machatka 
does not warrant that the purpose or success intended by CP is 
actually achieved by using the facilities and equipment properly 
delivered and/or installed. The same applies if CP, despite advice by 
Machatka to the contrary, orders goods or solutions other than those 

recommended or proposed. 
 
7.2. Machatka does not warrant for any natural wear and tear (e.g. 

consumables, etc.), damage from improper and inadequate use, 
faulty or negligent treatment (installation, use of incorrect software, 
etc.), or non-compliance with maintenance and operational notices. 
Customary deviations of quality, colour, width, weight, equipment or 
design, and any defects inherent in the material used do not give rise 
to warranty claims. 

 
7.3. The warranty obligation ends if CP himself or a third party, without 

Machatka's written consent, repairs the alleged defect or makes any 
changes to or repairs the goods delivered. 

 
7.4. CP shall inspect shipments immediately after delivery and services 

immediately after provision. The warranty claim and other claims 
under Sections 377 and 378 of the Austrian Business Act [UGB] 
(damages, error) may be asserted only if CP gives notice of defects 
by registered letter immediately after delivery or performance. 

 
7.5. The time limit for asserting warranty claims and claims for damages 

due to damage caused by defects is one year from delivery of the 
goods or provision of the services. 

 
7.6. If Machatka provides repair services, any installation and dismantling 

costs as well as any other assembly costs shall be reimbursed 
separately to Machatka by CP. In case of monetary compensation, 
CP is not entitled to receive separate compensation for the 

installation and dismantling costs as well as other assembly costs. 
 
7.7. If Machatka repairs or replaces defective goods on site, Machatka 

may ask CP to provide free support. 
 
7.8. Machatka will fully pass on to CP any further warranty and any 

guarantee issued by producers without accepting any liability. 
Machatka will not issue any performance guarantees or promises of 
guarantee in addition to the claims referred to above. 

 
7.9. Any claims for compensation of indirect damage, consequential 

damage caused by defects or damage caused by slight negligence 
are excluded, except personal injuries. 

 
8. Industrial property rights 
 
Machatka disclaims any liability if the goods delivered infringe upon any 
industrial property rights or copyrights of third parties. CP shall inform 
Machatka without delay of any claims asserted against CP on such ground. 
 
9. Advertising 
 
CP agrees to receive advertising and information materials from Machatka 
by fax or email. 
 
 
 
10. Jurisdiction and applicable law 

 
10.1. The contract with CP and these Delivery Terms and Conditions shall 

be governed by and construed in accordance with Austrian law 
without giving effect to its conflict of law rules. 

 
10.2. The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International 

Sale of Goods (Vienna, 1980) (CISG) shall not be applicable. 
 
10.3. Jurisdiction shall lie with the commercial court in Vienna having 

subject-matter jurisdiction. However, Machatka may sue CP also at 
CP's place of business. 

 
 


